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Abstract: This article proposes a managerial vision of the sustainability planning of a territory.
The main assumption is that the sustainable development policies of a territory oriented to the
agrifood sector cannot be separated from the participation in the decision-making process of the
stakeholders as well as the sharing of objectives and development paths. The paper offers an
innovative perspective because it proposes a model in which sustainable development can be
improved not only through the attention to the production process, but also through the Knowledge
Sharing Culture, which allows the inclusion of social innovation. This model was tested on the
companies participating in the Italian Agri-food Protection Consortia as they represent an example
of a managerial vision of the territory use and also because they integrate the protection of specific
agricultural and food production with the commitment of entrepreneurs and families who share
a common growth path. The empirical results show that Knowledge Sharing Culture can become
a facilitator of the sustainable development of the territory when it is activated along specific
“determinants” and related “operative activities” that transform the Knowledge Sharing Culture into
a driver of social innovation oriented to the sustainability of businesses and their territory.
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1. Introduction

The relationship between business and land—the traditional driver of the pursuit of sustainable
competitive advantages [1–3] can determine the relational and participatory developmental paths [4–9]
through which an environmental, economic, and social identity can be built [10–12]—an identity
that is unique for businesses and their territory. The most natural path to achieving these significant
results is the emergence of collaborative relationships among companies [13–16] operating in the same
geographical area.

Italy has always represented a fertile land of different aggregative formulas, which, also depending
on the legal typology assumed, take on different names (districts, consortia, cooperatives, business
networks, business groups, supply chain agreements), despite having similar goals, collaborative
relationships between companies, operating rules, and controls [17].

Among these aggregative formulas, a particularly important position is held in the agrifood sector
by the Protection Consortia—systemic realities that have been formed and consolidated through a
process of sharing visions, missions, and principles by entrepreneurs with the ambition and desire to
make a land, its products, and its values known. Many of these networks (of which the best-known
cases include Prosciutto di Parma, Parmigiano Reggiano, Chianti, Asti, etc.) have generated important
forms of sustainable development and “widespread value” for the communities from which they
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emerged [18]. The product brands are, in fact, the names of the territories to which they belong, hence
the “brand–land” relationship [19–21]; that is, those aggregative territorial typologies that developed
through the logic of the self-generation of well-being, conservation, and enhancement of the territory
thanks to the sharing of “behavioral values” (through actions of moral suasion) and “product values”
(with appropriate quality control), thus sharing practices, methods, values, and knowledge.

In fact, knowledge is a driver of the “traditional” value of the brand–land, and thus of the
sustainable development of territories that are suitable for the agrifood economy. Consequently,
knowledge sharing, considering its nature as a “fluid mix of framed experience, values, contextual
information and expert insights” [22] (p. 5), represents a potential on which strategic common actions
can be based. knowledge sharing, being a process of social interaction that involves knowledge,
experiences, and skills of individuals working in an organization [23], implies the creation of new
knowledge [24], helps organizations identify best practices, promotes new ideas and organizational
learning [25,26], and promotes shared achievement of management objectives [27]. The innovative
processes, instead, pass through the sharing of the knowledge resources of a company with other
subjects with which it is related [28,29]. In fact, the existence of a network of relationships that combines
the various cognitive assets influences the creation of value for the participating companies [30].

Starting from these reflections, this work therefore intends to answer the following
research questions.

RQ1: In which determinants (defined below) should knowledge sharing between area networks and
land be realized with a view to co-creating sustainable development?
RQ2: In which directions should policies be devised for this co-creation?

The approach focused on the strategic potential of knowledge sharing seems to us to be a different
declination of the “business–land” relationship adopted in the agrifood sector, which is traditionally
read from the sole perspective of environmental protection. This approach, however, is adequate if we
wish to support a shared and synergistic development, which, going beyond that reductionist view,
obtains a holistic perspective that also considers socioeconomic development.

To understand the dynamics of sharing [31] and to support our claims, we propose a model based
on a combination of social cognitive theory [32,33] with Nahapiet and Ghoshal’s theoretical model of
social capital [20,22], tested on companies in the Italian Agri-food Protection Consortia to discuss our
research questions.

The social capital is interpreted as the ability of the actors to understand the relevance of the
advantages deriving from participation in social interaction mechanisms whereas the socio-cognitive
perspective regards the role of the expectations of the results in the exchange of knowledge. Therefore,
the conceptual and empirical model developed on the two dimensions provides a systemic view of the
pre-conditions necessary for the adoption of a knowledge sharing strategy oriented to the co-creation
of sustainable development and bridges the gap linked to the absence of operational tools, which is
useful to understand the existence of adequate environmental conditions for the implementation of
these strategies in business networks.

To discuss our research question, the study is organized as follows: We first provide the essentials
of the conceptual and theoretical background of our proposal by illustrating the link between
knowledge sharing, social capital, and socio-cognitive perspective and a concise focus on the theoretical
notion of the complex value of agrifood aggregations. Then, we present the methodological approach
adopted, highlighting elements useful to the subsequent discussion where we analyze how knowledge
sharing becomes a facilitator [34–37] in the co-creation of sustainable value when relative strategies
are activated following certain policies and specific operational interventions. Finally, we provide the
conclusions and we highlight the main managerial and research implications.
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2. Theoretical Background

2.1. Knowledge Sharing, Social Cognitive Theory and Social Capital Theory

The literature has demonstrated the important role of knowledge sharing that involves knowledge,
experiences, and skills of individuals working in an organization [23,25–27,38].

Various academic contributions [36,39,40] and practitioner-oriented publications [41,42] have
suggested that access to new resources of knowledge is one of the most important consequences
of social capital. In fact, it is the process of social interaction within a given context that develops
knowledge [43,44]. In this perspective, many studies have interpreted social capital as the driver
that facilitates access to knowledge, as it creates an environment characterized by mutual trust and
appreciation of the knowledge of others [33,45–48] and nurtures social interactions and immersion
in practice [49–52]. The model that most contributed to the understanding of the link between social
capital and knowledge sharing is the one proposed by Nahapiet and Ghoshal (1998). For the authors,
social capital is characterized by the combination of three dimensions: The structural dimension,
represented by those interpersonal relationships that characterize a community; the cognitive
dimension, which includes those factors of the social organization that generate a shared representation
of their community; the relational dimension, which concerns the relationships that are created through
a continuous system of interactions and generates a type of norm—trust, reciprocity, and solidarity.
The three dimensions are interrelated and there is a kind of causal sequence between them that
makes the social capital productive of collaborative behaviors that generate mutual benefits within a
community [53] and the achievement of otherwise impossible objectives.

As the social cognitive theory suggests, human behavior is based on triadic, dynamic, and
reciprocal interaction of personal factors, behavior, and the social network system. The theory is based
on the assumption that the learning of individuals also depends on the observation of the behavior of
others. The reproduction of an observed behavior depends on determinants influencing the quality of
the decisions taken [54–59]. Naturally, the individual’s will is required to direct his actions towards
certain activities, as well as the ability to take appropriate behaviors (known as self-regulation) also
based on a self-evaluation of the robustness of one’s own knowledge. This is all the more useful
when the individual is part of a group of people acting individually (personal expectations) or
jointly (community expectations) to pursue a common goal. In this circumstance, it is believed that
individuals can benefit from the knowledge and skills of others to fill up their specific gaps, sharing
their information to make new knowledge. Furthermore, the exchange of information/knowledge is
facilitated precisely by the existence of the network; in some cases, it may be structured and codified
(for example, the use of shared language, common technology, etc.). A further element of facilitation
of knowledge sharing is represented by the fact that individuals usually belonging to a network
(for example, a consortium of companies) operate in the same sector, or in similar or complementary
sectors, and share common interests and objectives. By observing their behavior, the best practices thus
emerge, which results in voluntary and conscious high learning levels (benchmarking theory) [60,61].

2.2. The Impact of Protection Consortia on the Land of Origin

The choice of the Italian Agri-food Protection Consortia as a research area is based on the economic
and social relevance that these organizations have on the land and on their international reputation.
Created to protect the production of specific food items, the consortia presently represent the
commitment of entrepreneurs and families who share a common path of growth. The communication
activities they perform are increasingly important tools in promoting the specific quality and culture
of a geographical area. They are thus natural meeting places for knowledge, experiences, and skills,
through whose exchange competitive advantage and sustainable development can be derived. It is
therefore evident that the network of social, personal, and value-sharing relationships, whether formal
or informal, that characterize the consortia fully responds to the creation of a system of territorial
relations in which the exchange of tangible or virtual resources, and particularly of knowledge,
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facilitates the co-creation of value for businesses and the land [35,62]. These systemic aggregative
formulas ultimately represent the best practices of business combinations that have contributed to the
sustainable development of the local land through the production of specific and “typical” foodstuffs.

By “typical” agricultural food production, we refer broadly to all those products characterized
by a close link with their land of origin, which is often explained and enhanced by certification
marks—such as, for example, the Registered Designation of Origin, Protected Designation Origin,
Protected Geographical Indication—. These involve a natural link with the country of origin [63–68]
and with the production traditions that emphasize the benefits of the “made in” effect [20]. For this
reason, these goods, in addition to stimulating the need for direct knowledge of places, can become
products whose value transcends their intrinsic usefulness, since they determine effects tied to
the sensations [69] that they can generate. The consortia protect products that have a profound
link with their respective places of production, because the features of typicality that characterize
them are not replicable or “exportable” outside that specific context [70,71]. The identity of a land
(place—identity) [72,73] is thus a direct consequence of its specific vocation (place—personality).

Italy has always been the nation with the greatest number of Designation of Origin and
Geographical Indication products; these are verified by the Protection Consortia. Consumer sales of
these products have grown continuously over the years, even throughout the economic crisis and
the consequent contraction of consumer spending potential. In the 2016 Ismea–Qualivita Report [74],
the production value stood at around seven billion euro, and was geographically divided as follows:
€3,808,000 or 58% in the northeast, €1,818,000 or 27% in the northwest, €245,000 or 4% in the center,
€412,000 or 6% in the south, and €335,000 or 5% on the islands. The value of exports has also shown
a continuous increasing trend and is estimated at €3.4 billion to a range of countries worldwide.
These values demonstrate the relevance of the agrifood sector, in which consortia have a considerable
importance for the economy of the country of origin. They contribute to sustainable development as
they are aggregations of deeply rooted enterprises to the territory and are dedicated to the preservation
and enhancement of geographical areas, and not “corsair enterprises”, disconnected from the contexts
in which they temporarily operate [32].

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Interpretative Framework

The methodological approach adopted in this paper is based on the interpretation of the land
as a social organization [75], where the relationships hold between structures and infrastructures.
These relationships derive from the representation of the territory as a viable system that is able to
create value for the other entities of the context (public groups of governments, communities, investors,
natural environment, future generations, non-human species), thus defining the essential conditions
for a sustainable equilibrium [76]. In these relationships, each factor is valorized and generates appeal
for the land and the enterprises that have a relationship with it [75]. From the point of view of the
synergic relationship between the agrifood sector and the land, the consortia are a unity made up of
local production systems, different types of actors, culture, and a shared acquisition process. They are
a social phenomenon that supports and extends a normative and behavioral social capital [76–80],
understood as a complex of cultural, historical, political and social elements, behavioral rules, shared
values, and learning. The territory and consortia thus share a tendency towards sustainability based on
the traditional dimensions of sustainable development: The economic, social, and environmental [1].

From this perspective, this work aims to identify the “determinants” (and the related “descriptive
variables”) that promote the exchange of knowledge (RQ1) and the possible “operative activities”
(RQ2), so that knowledge sharing policies can become drivers of social innovation oriented towards
the sustainability of companies and territories.

The interpretative framework proposed here, which combines social cognitive theory [56,81]
with Nahapiet and Ghoshal’s theoretical model of social capital [40], makes it possible to identify
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ideal (theoretical) inputs adapted to the specific research context. We consider the combination of the
two theories to be of fundamental importance, as it allows us to provide a picture of the companies’
behavior in the phase of interaction with the environment in question.

To define this initial theoretical assumption and to then carry out the empirical verification, we
proceeded as follows:

a) We described the three dimensions (economic, social, and environmental) in which sustainable
development is characterized by identifying the determinants;

b) we identified, through a process of logical deduction, the descriptive variables of the determinants;
c) for each of the variables, we identified the operative activities carried out by the companies

operating in the consortia (see Figure 1);
d) we designed and administered the questionnaire;
e) we calculated the results with logit analysis and the correlation matrix;
f) we identified the operative activities deemed relevant by the companies for a joint sustainable

development of the “business—land”.
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To clarify the economic dimension of sustainable development, reference has been made to
the concept of the outcome expectations fulcrum of social cognitive theory [56]. These involve the
consequences deriving from the assumption of a particular behavior and the perceived relative
advantage [80], both from the individual perspective and the community perspective [82–84].
From the business perspective, any behavior must generate a competitive advantage as its main
effect; the determinant is thus represented by the competitive advantage (A), which we take to have
the following descriptive variables: Increasing the level of productive specialization: Production
(A1); increasing the value of the agrifood product: Value of product (A2); increasing and stabilizing
relationships between territorial stakeholders: External relationships (A3); facilitating the survival and
strategic growth of the consortium: Growth (A4); enriching cognitive heritage oriented toward the
specific circumstances of the land: Cognitive heritage (A5).

The identification of the determinant of the social dimension begins with the consideration
that both companies and territories are a source of social capital, as they represent a complex of
cultural, historical, political, and social elements, rules of behavior, and the sharing of values and
learning [77–80,85,86]. This implies that this determinant is represented by the creation of relationships
oriented towards the sharing of common objectives or goals (B). In line with the model of Nahapiet and
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Ghoshal [40], which provides a multidimensional (structural, cognitive, and relational) representation
of social capital, the descriptive variables of this determinant are taken to be: The creation of internal
cohesion, as this is an expression of the propensity of companies to maintain and expand relations
within the network (internal relationships, B1); adoption of behaviors consistent with the aims of
the consortium and the land through supply-chain networks (behavioral tune, B2); the design of
an environment favorable to the generation of an epistemic community that shares specific fields of
knowledge (knowledge, B3); and reinforcement of the sense of belonging to a community that shares
culture, traditions, and behavioral standards (identity, B4).

The environmental dimension of sustainable development here coincides with social
environmental capital, an expression of the sense of belonging to a community, which takes the
form of relationships between companies and actors, for the purpose of preservation, protection,
and enhancement of the land of belonging. The determinant of this dimension—problem solving
(C)—was found in the desire to face and solve common problems in view of environmental
development also through the circular economy. In this regard, the cognitive value of social capital is
taken as being important, which translates into the sharing of rules and behaviors aimed at defending
territorial characteristics and related culture [49,51]. In particular, in the present digital era, it is
of utmost importance to provide a learning environment free from constraints, such as time, place,
and learning mode [39]. In this perspective, the descriptive variables identified are: Facilitating access
to information (infrastructure, C1); creating virtual work groups (virtual community, C2); and the
creation of communities, such as physical work groups (community, C3).

For each descriptive variable, we then identified specific operative activities through the direct
observation of the consortia’s websites and documents they have published, as well as social networks,
in order to extrapolate the activities that these observed realities have in the processes of valorization
of their products, which may involve the land.

3.2. Sample

Our interpretative model was tested using the survey method for data collection [87,88].
The questionnaire was structured to consider the identified determinants and to prepare the questions
so that the respondents could express their judgment on a Likert scale from 0 (not important) to 5 (very
important), for both the descriptive variables and the operative activities. From January to March 2018,
442 questionnaires were distributed by e-mail to the directors of companies belonging to four agrifood
consortia in the most relevant areas of the Italian economy: Wine, dairy, ham, and fruit-growing,
considering the period of activity and the number of consortium members. Being an exploratory
research, conducted on a selected sample, the technique of convenience sampling was applied and a
total number of 60 properly completed, valid questionnaires were collected, considered, and analyzed.
Table 1 shows the information of the respondents.

Table 1. Demographic information (Source: our elaboration).

Requested Information Range Response Rate

Years of membership
in a consortium

Less than 10 years 17%

From 10 to 20 years 26%

From 21 to 30 years 21%

More than 30 years 36%

Employees
From 10 to 49 employees 85%

From 50 to 250 employees 13%

More than 250 employees 2%

Turnover

Less than 2 million € 83%

From 2 to 10 million € 15%

Over 10 million € 2%
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3.3. Methodology

Our methodology employed a logit model, with calculations performed by SPSS (Statistical
Package for Social Science) [24,89], to examine the correlation between the propensity to exchange
knowledge (dependent variable) and the input variables described above (independent variables).
In the logit model, independent variables are combined into a linear function that estimates the
logarithm of the relationship between the probability that an event will occur and the probability
that it will not occur (in our case, the probability of exchanging knowledge and the probability of not
exchanging knowledge).

The forecasting function takes the typical following form:

Ln [PKS/(1 − PKS)] = a + BX + E

where: Ln is for the natural logarithm, PKS is the probability of exchanging knowledge, (1 − PKS) is
the probability of not exchanging knowledge, a is the constant, B is the vector of the coefficients of the
dependent variable, X is the vector of the independent variables (in our case, the set of variables from
A to C3), and E is the error.

In the analysis carried out with SPSS, vector B is represented in the table “Equation variables”
(see Table 4) in which, for each coefficient, the significance level and the value of the odd ratio are
also indicated [Exp (B)]. It is a relative probability measure, since it expresses the probability of
exchanging knowledge in the presence of each covariate with respect to the probability of exchanging
knowledge in the absence of the same covariate. A method, therefore, that has proven suitable for
identifying, among the independent variables, the predictive variables, i.e., those that have a greater
explanatory power, as well as to estimate the probability of the influence of each of the covariates
with respect to the probability of the propensity to sharing knowledge and the potential links with the
observed phenomenon.

The chi-square test (see Table 2) showed an insignificant difference of 0.742, for which it is possible
to accept the null hypothesis of a good adaptability of the data to the model. The significance of the
model is also demonstrated by the classification table (Table 3), which shows that the model correctly
classifies 71.7% of the observations.

Table 2. Hosmer–Lomeshow significance test (Source: our elaboration).

Phase Chi-Square Gl Sign.

1 5.148 8 0.742

Table 3. Classification table (Source: our elaboration).

Phase 1

Observed
Expected Propensity to Sharing Knowledge (SK)

0 1 Percent Correct

A00 Propensity to SK
0 22 8 73.3%

1 9 21 70.0%

Overall percentage 71.7%

4. Results

The logit model was thus able to identify only three significant predictive variables from the
independent variables—those that have explanatory power greater than the observed phenomenon.
Considering the level of significance (p < 0.050), Table 4 shows that the predictive variables are:
Competitive advantage (A; p = 0.032); goals (B; p = 0.040); and problem solving (C; p = 0.050).
Therefore, it is possible to state that the probability that accompanies the use of knowledge sharing is
mainly related to determinants, with which we describe the three dimensions (economic, social, and
environmental) of sustainable development in the model. This allowed us to answer the first research
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question (QR1) by identifying the management areas in which the exchange of knowledge must take
place to co-create sustainable development.

Table 4. Dependent variables: Propensity to sharing knowledge (Source: our elaboration).

Variables B Coeff. S.E. Wald gl Sign. Exp (B)

(A) Competitive Advantage −0.479 0.223 4.623 1 0.032 0.619
A1 Production −0.257 0.289 0.792 1 0.373 0.773

A2 Value of product 0.202 0.207 0.949 1 0.330 1.223
A3 External relationship 0.092 0.278 0.109 1 0.741 1.096

A4 Growth −0.375 0.322 1.358 1 0.244 0.687
A5 Cognitive Heritage 0.541 0.345 2.467 1 0.116 1.719

(B) Goals −0.532 0.260 4.197 1 0.040 0.587
B1 Internal relationship 0.055 0.194 0.079 1 0.778 1.056

B2 Behavioral tune −0.587 0.338 3.027 1 0.082 0.556
B3 Knowledge −0.127 0.183 0.480 1 0.488 0.881

B4 Identity −0.052 0.241 0.046 1 0.830 0.949
(C) Problem solving 0.617 0.314 3.856 1 0.050 1.854
C1 Infrastructures 0.128 0.199 0.414 1 0.520 1.137

C2 Virtual community −0.024 0.217 0.013 1 0.910 0.976
C3 Community 0.124 0.188 0.431 1 0.512 1.132

Constant 5.677 3.791 2.242 1 0.134 292.034

Logistic Regression
Number of observations = 60
Nagelkerke R-squared = 0.281
Log likelihood = 68.969

In Table 4, we can also see the variables of the model that have a minor significance in the
relationship with knowledge sharing. Nevertheless, we wanted to verify if these variables can
contribute indirectly to the proposed framework. Therefore, the correlation between the three predictor
variables (determinants) and the remaining variables was analyzed to verify if these, in a systemic
perspective, can become the descriptive variables along which a strategy oriented toknowledge sharing
culture could be built (RQ2). Thus, an analysis of the correlation matrix (see Table 5) between the
identified variables was carried out. This method makes it possible to check whether there is a
dependency relationship between the variables. The comparison was performed by means of the
Bravais-Pearson correlation coefficient (between -1 and 1), which is able to measure the intensity of the
relationship. Two quantitative variables are positively correlated if they vary in a concordant way;
the increase [decrease] of one increases [decreases] the other, which is negatively related if they vary
in a discordant manner. Two characters, therefore, seem to agree if the differences from the average
tend to be of the same sign while they are discordant if such discord tend to be of the opposite sign.
From Table 5, it is clear that there is a correlation between the determinants identified in the model.
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Table 5. Correlation matrix (Source: our elaboration).

Competitive
Advantage Production Value of

Product
External

Relationships Growth Cognitive
Heritage Goals Internal

Relationships
Behavioral

Tune Knowledge Identity Problem
Solving

IT
Infrastructures

Virtual
Community Community

Competitive
Advantage

Corr. di Pearson
Sign. (a due code

0.294 *
0.023

0.299 *
0.020

0.325 *
0.011

0.338 *
0.008

0.351 **
0.006

0.295 *
0.022

Goals Corr. di Pearson
Sign. (a due code

0.470 **
0.000

0.333 **
0.009

0.432 **
0.001

456 **
0.000

Problem
solving

Corr. di Pearson
Sign. (a due code

0.338 **
0.008

0.339 **
0.008

0.456 **
0.000

0.331 **
0.010

0.466 **
0.000

0.603 **
0.000

0.654 **
0.000

*. The correlation is significant at level 0.05 (two-tailed); **. The correlation is significant at level 0.01 (two-tailed).
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In fact, competitive advantage (A) is correlated with both goals (B) (0.325) and problem solving
(C) (0.338); this bond is strengthened when we observe the correlation between goals (B) and problem
solving (C) (0.456). The really interesting aspect, however, lies in the link between the determinants
and the descriptive variables as well as in the link between the descriptive variables and the operative
activities carried out by the companies. Focusing our attention on the individual determinants, we can
make the following reflections that allow us to respond to RQ2:

1) Competitive advantage is related to both external relationships (0.294) and cognitive heritage
(0.299). On the one hand, this highlights the importance of stabilizing relations with local actors.
The drivers considered most significant are represented by operative activities, such as events
and cultural initiatives to rediscover local traditions; on the other hand, the importance of
enriching the cognitive patrimony is highlighted through the training of professional figures
with skills that transverse to the sector and to local development issues. The strengthening of
relations then passes through the sharing of objectives (goals; 0.325) that are not traditional,
but innovative (note that the variables, production and value of product, are not correlated).
This is confirmed by the correlation with the descriptive variables of infrastructure (0.351) and
virtual community (0.295). With regard to the first variable, companies report that access to
and dissemination of knowledge can be facilitated by the use of databases, search engines,
cloud computing, and others. Equally interesting are the innovative tools related to the virtual
community variable, since companies consider social media, messaging applications, forums,
video conferences, and similar technologies as instruments that fuel comparison and make it
possible to increase recognition in the final consumer of the historical productive traditions and,
consequently, the fame of the land’s products.

2) Goals: The correlation matrix shows how the process of knowledge sharing aimed at sustainable
development requires, according to the companies, the creation of a network of relationships
capable of: a) Facilitating the enrichment of the cognitive heritage, orienting it to the specificities
of the land (cognitive heritage; 0.470), in particular by training professionals with skills transversal
to the sector and to local development issues; b) generating behaviors consistent with the aims
of the consortium and the land (behavioral tune; 0.333); for this purpose, the membership of
a supply chain network and of other networks, which may include local catering companies,
companies in the tourism sector, national parks, and similar, is perceived as useful. Moreover,
the exchange of knowledge aimed at the sharing of common objectives facilitates the growth of
the sense of belonging to a community that shares the culture, traditions, and rules of behavior
(identity; 0.432), which lead to the affirmation of identity and to the conception of or strengthening
of a territorial brand.

3) Problem solving: Solving common problems with a view to environmental development is
coherent: a) With individual expectations of competitive advantage (competitive advantage;
0.338); b) with the expectations of the community represented by the survival and growth of the
consortium as a phenomenon rooted in the land (growth; 0.339; c) with the internal relationships
necessary for an efficiency of sharing (internal relationships; 0.331). It is also interesting to note
that companies consider it essential for the resolution of common problems and for enhancing
historical production traditions through: 1) The creation of a website describing local traditions
(goals; 0.456); the creation of a supply chain and other networks (behavioral tune; 0.466);
2) the generation of an epistemic community that shares specific fields of knowledge through
forms of e-learning on websites for the entire community (knowledge; 0.603); 3) the sharing of
information through the creation of forums, messaging applications, and social media (virtual
community; 0.654) that facilitate comparison and promote shared planning.

These reflections suggest that a knowledge sharing culture oriented to sustainability is
characterized by a process where the initial input to the exchange is the search for a competitive
advantage in which the sharing of objectives becomes fundamental, which then facilitates the resolution
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of common problems. The descriptive variables, then, become intermediate facilitators because they
represent specific fields of knowledge on which to build an environment favorable to the generation of
an epistemic community that shares knowledge. The tools and the operative activities represent the
actions that companies consider most effective for the co-creation of sustainable development founded
on the genesis of a common knowledge heritage.

5. Discussion

The empirical application of our model shows that knowledge sharing is undoubtedly a strategy
that can strengthen the ecosystem of a land and make stakeholders co-creators of sustainability. It is
perceived by companies as a facilitator [37,90–92] of such development and therefore as an instrument
of social innovation when activated by a virtuous circle.

This is a logic that starts from the expectations of both individual companies and communities
of companies (competitive advantage), but is also capable of contextually considering the need to
strengthen the social dimension (goals) through the creation of identity and the orientation of cognitive
heritage towards the specificities of the land, as well as the consolidation of external relationships
and internal relationships to face and solve common problems (problem solving). This virtuous circle
finally finds—in the sharing of a common language and through the creation of infrastructures and
a virtual community—a means to broaden the comparison and complete the process of co-creation.
These variables are guidelines on the basis of which policies can be activated that aim at co-creating
sustainability, though the most interesting aspect concerns the operational tools indicated by the
respondents. Beyond the consolidated sharing of cultivation and production methods acquired by the
companies in the protection consortia, they consider the following to be fundamental in achieving a
competitive advantage: The realization of cultural events and initiatives for the rediscovery of local
traditions and productions, investment in technology to improve production techniques, and to train
professionals with skills transversal to the sector and to local development issues. At the same time,
they consider it important to broaden the social dimension of the objectives sharing, fueling the sense
of a community of actors exchanging culture, traditions, and rules of behavior, activating networks
outside the supply chain with sectors that share the culture of the territory they belong to (restaurants,
tourism, national parks, nonprofit organizations, etc.) and using e-learning formulas created through a
dedicated website for the entire community. From these paths, an identity is born and consolidated
and must be communicated and enhanced through the creation or strengthening of a territorial brand.
Equally interesting are the operative activities that are considered important for the process of solving
common problems. The adoption of a common language can be coordinated with: The creation of
a website that promotes the traditions of the land, e-learning resources on websites for the entire
community, and the sharing of information through virtual communities that facilitate comparison
and promote shared planning.

A governance attentive to the multidimensional needs of the land must thus not neglect to
consider the needs and proposals that come from the companies operating within it, especially when
these are representative of the culture of a territory, as in the case of companies that belong to a
protection consortium.

6. Conclusions

This study combines managerial and research implications, throwing light on multi-disciplinary
research streams with a potential impact upon territorial development.

The results of our survey suggest that a policy oriented towards the sustainability of the
territory—enterprises system must rely on the development and strengthening of a knowledge sharing
culture. The challenge, therefore, is to strengthen the ability of network governance to activate
operational lines that make the “competitive advantage—goals—problem solving” relationship no
longer a random mechanism, but one that is well-researched and well-defined. In this way, in fact, it can
represent a combination of the expectations (not only economic) of the productive fabric, the sharing of
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objectives, the strengthening of relationships between enterprises, and the propensity to participate in
environmental planning through the comparison and sharing of a common language. This condition,
of course, activates a virtuous circle, thanks to which improvements in systemic performance generates
attractiveness, a need to improve company management, and an increase in value for the actors in
relation with them. Ultimately, it is capable of conveying the culture of knowledge sharing in areas
(such as the agrifood sector) perhaps not very accustomed to either these means of sharing intangible
resources or to sharing the structural elements of the management processes.

The limits of the work lie in the fact that the knowledge sharing culture is still an ongoing process.
The exploratory nature of the work suggests that the proposed discussions can be considered as only
preliminary. In fact, the predictive nature of the determinants and their link with descriptive variables
suggest that the knowledge sharing culture is perceived as a natural driver of the co-creating process
of sustainable development. Relevant suggestions about tools and operative activities were included
to address and favor the process of knowledge sharing. In our opinion, the proposed framework
introduces adequate general interpretation schemes for the investigation of the importance of a
knowledge sharing culture in the co-creating process of sustainable development, in part filling the gap
linked to the absence of operational tools adequate for understanding the existence of environmental
conditions for the implementation of these strategies in business networks. A future contribution
to research could come from the expansion of the sample in the sector analyzed and also from the
application of the model in other sectors.
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